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ABOUT THE STUDY
Concerns for arising adult wellbeing, there is a need to more readily see how
this population group decipher, insight and look to make wellbeing through
nature. This paper aims to represent this gap and give one of a kind
understanding on how arising adults see and experience nature as a
beneficial recourse to their feeling of wellbeing. This explorative subjective
study utilized photograph elicitation interview method, where 18 arising
adults took photos that represent their perspectives on and experience of
wellbeing and during the subsequent interviews discussed the importance of
their photos. Without prior notice, 14 members distinguished contact with
different element of nature as significant resources in supporting their
wellbeing. It is the consequences of these 14 interviews that are talked about
depth in this paper with a focus on the element of nature which arising
adults recognize as significant resources for their wellbeing, experience and
the apparent pathways between these elements of nature and arising adult
wellbeing. Thematic analysis revealed four particular saw pathways from
nature to wellbeing, including cooperative supporting, social glue, positive
outlook, and centering. Four element of nature worked with these pathways:
domesticated fauna and flora and wild fauna and encompassing nature. The
discoveries assist with build comprehension of how arising adults perceive
element of nature as resources to their feeling of wellbeing. The discoveries
have significant ramifications for the improvement of nature-situated
mediations to promote psychological wellness and wellbeing among arising
adults.

Wellbeing is a nuanced and diverse idea, which originates from different
parts of life and accordingly, is hard to characterize. There are two principle
points of view that add to the comprehension of wellbeing alluded to as the
gluttonous and eudaimonic customs. This literature is generally determined
by portrayals and dimensions of wellbeing. For the purpose of this study we
utilize the meaning of wellbeing proposed by Dodge et al. To be specific,
wellbeing as the equilibrium point between an individual’s asset pool on
mental, social and actual level and the difficulties confronted. This
definition presents a direct, yet unique comprehension of wellbeing, where
the see-saw represents an adjusting of resources and difficulties bringing
about stable wellbeing. Through distinguishing pathways to wellbeing results
and related element of nature, this current study's discoveries assist with
build understanding on how arising adults perceive element of nature as
resources to their feeling of wellbeing. Such an understanding can assist in
development of initiatives that aim to promote mental health and wellbeing
among this group. The unconstrained rise of nature in member stories
about wellbeing recommend its high potential as a way to work on this
present population's overall wellbeing through consolidated wellbeing
advancement and metropolitan arranging endeavors. These discoveries are
convenient, given the increasing amount and recurrence of difficulties
among arising adults. Our discoveries add to the developing proof base on
the positive relationship between nature experience and wellbeing and
provide support for the protection and upgrade of existing and the
formation of new nature spaces, especially inside metropolitan conditions.
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